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Shortcomings of the Comparative Method: two cases from early North Germanic 

By defining a system for explaining linguistic changes in a consistent way, the formulation of the 

Comparative Method undoubtedly marks one of the greatest advances of, even the birth of, modern 

historical linguistics. The Neogrammarians applied this method on data from the Indo-European 

languages and, by formulating countless soundlaws, made wide-ranging discoveries. In addition, as, e.g., 

the well-known example of Verner’s Law shows (Verner 1877), they also refined the method by stating 

that even the exceptions to the soundlaws are systematic and thus regulated. 

 However, as all linguists nowadays are well aware, not all instances of linguistic change are 

explicable (solely) by means of the Comparative Method. In this paper, I intend to discuss two such 

instances of linguistic change from the early North Germanic languages. 

1) The development of a couple of structurally unexpected root nouns in Proto Norse 

Some scholars (Antonsen 1975: 21, Seebold 1994: 63, 71-72, 90 etc.) allege either or both of Proto-Norse 

gauþR ’barker, shouter’ (PN) and unwodR ‘the calm one’ (PN) to be root nouns, i.e. nouns without any 

derivational suffix. For various reasons, however, the phonotactics of gauþR (Hansen 2016) and the 

word-formation pattern of unwodR (Wackernagel 1957: 105) defy what we would normally expect in 

Proto-Norse (and Indo-European) root nouns, and we would understand them better as vocalic stems.  

Two obvious explanatory models for the possible transitions from vocalic stems to root nouns come 

to mind. Either we must attempt to apply modern, structural-functional models of profiles and shifts of 

declension classes, cf. e.g. Thöny (2013), or we need to propose early syncope caused by a soundlaw 

stating that a(/i?) > Ø / V:[+rounded]C[+(inter)dental,+obstruent,-sibilant]__R#. As for the latter and more traditional 

explanation, my paper will focus on and discuss the probability of such a soundlaw, i.e., one with a highly 

limited conditioning and only a few corroborative examples, but still without exceptions. 

2) The decay of the Middle Danish case system 

Traditional grammars of Middle Danish have, explicitly or implicitly, explained the decay of the Danish 

case system by means of standard, Neogrammarian soundlaws, above all the one according to which     

V[-stress] > ə, cf., in particular, Brøndum-Nielsen (1966). However, this unstressed-vowel-neutralising 

soundlaw hardly brings the full explanatory potential to the total loss of, say, the endings dat.pl. -um (pre-

neutralised form) and nom.sg. -Vr. In more recent approaches, scholars have applied a wider array of 

explanatory models. For instance, Jensen (2011: 201-232) argues that nom.sg. -Vr was not lost due to a 

soundlaw, but that, due to a process of regrammation (cf., e.g., Andersen 2010: 123), its function was 

altered into that of marking foreground information (focus, new discourse referent etc.) in the subject.  

 Similarly, as for the decline or loss of the genitive and the dative, the seemingly inconsistent case 

use in non-vowel-neutralised dialect manuscripts such as Sjælens Trøst (see ex. 1) proves that sound-

laws fail as sole explanatory model here; as does the opposite situation, viz. the relative retention of the 

traditional case distinctions in a post-vowel-neutralised manuscript such as Søndagsevangelier (see ex. 

2). I intend to demonstrate that, here too, we must co-explain the case-system changes by means of 

processes of regrammation; not only by traditional soundlaws or non-system-altering analogy. More 

precisely, by loss of morphological index relations (Andersen 2010: 119-121), syntax becomes the only 

means of expressing grammatical functions in the symbolic sign relation in the NP, cf., e.g., Diderichsen 

(1941: 93-107) on the relatively predictable NP-internal word order in Middle Danish. 

 (1) vpa  en-um  aghir-Ø (2) met  godh-æ  gerning-æ 

  on  a-M.DAT.SG. field-NON-GEN.SG.  with good-F.DAT.SG. deed-DAT.SG. 

  ‘in a field’    ‘with good deed’ 

Final remarks 

The overall purpose of my paper is thus not to discard the Comparative Method, but merely 1) to shed 

light on alternative methods for explaining linguistic change and 2) to discuss and determine when it is 

appropriate to (solely) apply the Comparative Method, and when it is not, cf. also Joseph (2015: 207). 
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Manuscript texts 

Sjælens Trøst = Niels Nielsen (ed.). 1937. Sjælens Trøst. Universitets-Jubilæets Danske Samfund (after MSS Cod. 

Holm. A 109 & Cod. Ups. C 529). 

Søndagsevangelier = Bertil Ejder (ed.). 1983. Svenska Medeltidspostillor, part 8. Lund: Svenska Fornskrift-

sällskapet (after MS Gl. kgl. Saml. 1390, 4to). 


